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January Strategy Report
HK stocks to re-rate from distressed levels
After severely underperforming major markets around the globe in 2021, HK
stock market is trading at distressed valuations. Its attractive valuation has not
gone unnoticed, with Mainland investors returning via Southbound trading.
China’s growth-stabilising policies would serve as re-rating catalysts for H-shares,
in our view. We prefer Internet and infrastructure-related sectors, and are
cautious on Consumer Discretionary and New Energy.
 HK stock market at distressed valuations. HSI’s P/B is now at 0.97x only,
very close to troughs in previous crises over the past quarter of century.
FY21E P/E of an adjusted HSI (excluding newly added high-growth
constituents) is only 9.0x, the lowest in a decade. H-shares' discount to Ashares is also the widest in a decade.
 Southbound net buying resumes. Since Jul 2021, when HK stocks started
being hit by Chinese regulatory risks, Southbound trading recorded net
outflows until late-Nov, when Southbound trading resumed net buying for five
weeks in a row. H-shares’ decade-high discount to A-shares are apparently
luring Mainland investors back to HK stock market. Data from the past decade
shows that, when A-H premium was higher (esp. when >30%), H-shares
would have a higher chance of outperforming A-shares in the subsequent 3-6
months.
 China’s policy turning supportive. A key catalyst to drive re-rating of the
HK stock market would be supportive policies from China. After a year of
regulatory tightening on various sectors, the Chinese government is now
placing more emphasis on stabilising growth. In Dec, the Central Economic
Work Conference prioritised economic “stability”, and the Q4 monetary policy
meeting of the PBOC echoed the CEWC. We believe the government is
signalling more pro-growth policies are on the horizon. RRR and interest rate
cuts are possible in 1H 2022.
 PMI rebounding bodes well for stocks. Along with an increasing
expectation of policy support, China’s PMI has been rebounding for two
months in a row, returning to the expansion territory. When the PMI returned
to expansion, the HSI often staged a rebound.
 Sector preference: Internet sector may re-rate moderately, as its 5-year low
P/E has priced in much of the policy headwind, and we expect fundamentals
to improve in Q2 2022, while there could be a moderate re-rating in the shorter
term. Among old-economy sectors, we prefer Construction Machinery &
Materials on a speed up in infrastructure spending. On the other hand, we are
cautious on Consumer Discretionary due to weaker consumer sentiment, and
New Energy sector on potential profit-taking.
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HK stock market at distressed valuations
Admittedly, HK stock market has been cheap for quite some time. After the Hang Seng
Index dropped by 14% in 2021 (vs. S&P 500’s 24% gain and Shanghai Composite’s 5%
gain), HK stocks have become even cheaper. Cheapness alone may not warrant buying,
but HK stocks have fallen to a point where its P/E, P/B and relative valuation to A-shares
are all at decade lows. We believe upside is much more than downside from here. Our
target range for the HSI in 2022 is 22,500 – 28,400 (see 2022 Strategy Report).


HSI’s P/B below 1

HSI’s P/B is now at 0.97x only, very close to troughs in previous crises over the past quarter
of century.
Figure 1：HSI’s P/B near crisis troughs

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS



Adjusted HSI’s P/E below decade low

On the face of it, HSI’s forward P/E is slightly higher than average of the past decade, not
particularly attractive (Fig. 2). But note that he HSI has been adding more constituent stocks
since 2H 2020. The number of constituents has increased from 50 to 64 currently, and most
of the new constituents are high-growth, high-P/E stocks, thereby directly driving up the
P/E of the HSI. This makes comparing P/E with historical data less meaningful.
To make an apple-to-apple comparison, we adjust the HSI by excluding the 19 stocks which
have been added to the HSI since Aug 2020, and the “original” HSI would be trading at
only 9.0x FY21E P/E, the lowest over the past decade.


H-shares’ discount to A-shares at decade high

The HSI not only underperformed the US, Europe and most of the emerging markets, but
also A-shares. The A-H premium Index has climbed to 147 (Fig. 3), which means A-shares
on average are trading at 47% premium over H-shares of A-H dual-listed stocks. Such a
premium is at decade-high.
The last two times when A-H premium was that high, in Sep 2015 and Oct 2020, the
premium contracted subsequently, exhibiting mean reversion to a certain extent. In other
words, H-shares outperformed A-shares after A-H premium reached such a high level.
PLEASE READ THE ANALYST CERTIFICATION AND IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON LAST PAGE
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Figure 2：Adjusted HSI’s P/E below decade low

Figure 3：A-H premium* at decade high

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS estimates

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS
*Above 100 indicates A-shares trade at premium

Southbound net buying resumes
Since Jul 2021, when HK stocks started being hit by Chinese regulatory risks, Southbound
trading recorded net outflows until late-Nov, when Southbound trading resumed net
buying for five weeks in a row (Fig. 4).
Southbound flows may not always be “smart money”, as they sometimes bought
exuberantly near the peak, most notably in Jan-Feb 2021. Nonetheless, now that
Southbound trading resumes net buying after five months of net selling during which the
HSI slumped 5,000 points shows that Mainland investors have rekindled interests in
HK stocks.
Figure 4：Southbound money bottom-fishing

Source: WIND, Bloomberg, CMBIS

As we pointed out in the previous section, H-shares’ decade-high discount to A-shares are
apparently luring Mainland investors back to HK stock market. Data from the past decade
shows that, when A-H premium was higher (esp. when >30%), H-shares would have a
higher chance of outperforming A-shares in the subsequent 3-6 months (Fig. 5 & 6).
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Figure 5 ： H-shares had a higher chance of
outperforming A-shares after A-H premium >30%

Figure 6： H-shares had a higher chance of beating
A-shares when A-H premium was higher

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS

Having said that, we are only expecting a moderate net buying through Southbound trading.
Had onshore mutual funds’ issuance been more active, we would have been more
optimistic. But the fact is new issuance has been anaemic and declining throughout 2H
2021 (Fig. 7).
Figure 7：Newly issued onshore equity / balanced funds

Source: WIND, CMBIS

China’s policy turning supportive
A key catalyst to drive re-rating of the HK stock market, in our view, would be supportive
policies from China. After a year of regulatory tightening on e-commerce, online gaming,
education and property sectors, among others, the Chinese government is now placing
more emphasis on stabilising growth.


Prioritising economic stability

The Central Economic Work Conference (CEWC) held on 8-10 Dec 2021 prioritised
economic “stability” (“稳字当头”), amidst various downward pressure on the economy,

PLEASE READ THE ANALYST CERTIFICATION AND IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON LAST PAGE
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ranging from shrinking demand, supply crunch to weakening expectation (“面临需求收缩、
供给冲击、预期转弱三重压力”). The meeting called for coordinated fiscal and monetary
policies and combined cross-cyclical and counter-cyclical policy adjustments (“财政政
策和货币政策要协调联动，跨周期和逆周期宏观调控政策要有机结合”).


Counter-cyclical pro-growth policy

The Q4 Monetary Policy Committee meeting of the People's Bank of China (PBOC) held
on 24 Dec 2021 echoed the CEWC, using some of the aforementioned wordings, including
“combine cross-cyclical and counter-cyclical policy adjustments”. Note that “countercyclical policy” was not mentioned in the Q3 Committee meeting or the PBOC’s RRR cut
announcement on 6 Dec 2021, but appeared in both the Q4 meeting and the CEWC.
Counter-cyclical policy, compared with cross-cyclical policy, places more emphasis on
short-term economic growth. Therefore, we believe the government is signalling more progrowth policies are on the horizon.
As for the timing of launching pro-growth policies, Our Chief Economist, Edward Ding,
pointed out that the PBOC might need to complete its major policy operations before the
US Federal Reserve raise interest rates, and thus RRR and interest rate cuts are
possible in 1H 2022.

PMI rebounding bodes well for stocks
Along with an increasing expectation of policy support, China’s official manufacturing PMI
has been rebounding for two months in a row, from 49.2 in Oct to 50.3 in Dec 2021,
returning to the expansion territory. Fig. 10 shows that when the PMI returned to
expansion, the HSI often staged a rebound.
Figure 8 ： HSI often rebounded when China PMI
returned to expansion

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS
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Technical Analysis


HSI holding above long-term uptrend

The HSI fell to its lowest point in 2021 on 20 Dec, before rebounding modestly. At that
trough, the HSI touched its long-term uptrend originating in 2008. In Mar 2020 during the
COVID-driven market meltdown, the HSI touching that uptrend signalled the end of that
bear market. This time around, if the HSI can hold above that uptrend, it may again
signal the end of this year-long bear market.
Figure 9：HSI’s long-term uptrend since 2008

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS



RSI divergence bodes well for the HSI & MSCI China

On the weekly chart, the HSI is showing triple divergence with its RSI, which is a
bottoming signal (Fig. 10).
We also look at the relative performance of China market versus other emerging markets.
Having significantly underperformed the rest of EM in 2021, the ratio of MSCI China over
MSCI EM ex-China has fallen to the lowest since 2016, and is also showing triple
divergence with its RSI (Fig. 11). This indicates MSCI China may start outperforming the
rest of EM soon.
Figure 10 ： HSI showing RSI triple divergence on
weekly chart

Figure 11：MSCI China vs MSCI EM ex-China - RSI
triple divergence

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS
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RRG of HSCI favours Growth stocks over Value

Daily Relative Rotation Graph (RRG) of the Hang Seng Composite Index is showing bipolar
performances among sub-sectors. Five sectors have just sunk into the “Weakening” zone,
including many old-economy sectors like Financials, Energy, Telecom and Utilities. On the
other hand, new-economy or growth sectors including Info Tech, Healthcare and Consumer
Discretionary have just entered or are approaching the “Improving” zone.
In short, based on the RRG, we expect Growth sectors led by Info Tech to outperform
Value sectors in the next few weeks.
Figure 12：Daily Relative Rotation Graph (RRG) of the Hang Seng Composite Index

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS

Sector preference


Internet may re-rate moderately

After a 1-year regulation cycle in the internet sector, we believe the market has factored in
much of the policy headwinds, including anti-trust law, data security, minor protections,
content supervision and social responsibility. While more detailed regulatory measures
might continue to roll out, they should be within the framework announced earlier and well
anticipated by the market. Further downside caused by regulation is limited, in our view.
We expect internet stocks’ fundamentals to improve in Q2 2022 on gradual regulation
easing and solid growth outlook with easy comparison base, and there could be a moderate
re-rating in the shorter term, as the sector's FY22E P/E is slightly below 5-year historical
trough.
Be selective about internet sub-sectors. Prefer games [NetEase (NTES US / 9999 HK,
BUY), Tencent (700 HK, BUY)] and consumer internet [Meituan (3690 HK, BUY)] over
video streaming and ads.
(Internet sector is covered by analyst Sophie Huang)
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Construction Machinery & Materials to benefit from infrastructure spending

Among old-economy sectors, we prefer Construction Machinery & Materials. Infrastructure
spending in China was sluggish in 2021, dragged by a slowdown in local government
special bond issuance. In 2022 however, with China's policy shifting to pro-growth, we
expect infrastructure spending to speed up, supported by stronger new issuance of local
government special bond. We believe that will offer strong support to the demand of
construction machinery and heavy-duty trucks in early 2022. Demand for cement is
expected to improve too.
(Construction Machinery / HDT sector is covered by analyst Wayne Fung)


Cautious on Consumer Discretionary & New Energy

We are cautious on Consumer Discretionary sector, due to lingering impact from COVID
mini-outbreaks and zero-COVID policy, economic slowdown, negative wealth effect from
housing market, surging input costs caused by global inflation, and relatively rich valuation
in the sector. Especially cautious on catering stocks.
(Consumer Discretionary sector is covered by analyst Walter Woo)
New Energy stocks may face short-term profit taking after strong gains in 2021. Long-term
growth prospect is intact, supported by China’s Carbon Peak and Carbon Neutrality policies.
But recently some Chinese officials warned against too much haste in carbon reduction,
calling for striking a balance between carbon reduction, economic stability and national
energy consumption structure. Wait for better entry points into wind power operators.
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